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palgrave advances in intellectual history - springer - palgrave advances palgrave advances titles
include: h.g. cocks and matt houlbrook (editors) the modern history of sexuality saki r. dockrill and geraint a.
hughes (editors) palgrave advances in witchcraft historiography - springer - viii palgrave advances in
witchcraft historiography modern history of medicine, and its relation to the broader religious, political and
cultural movements of the period. the state of intellectual history, the local and the global [intellectual history archive 1, 2016] whatmore, state of intellectual history historical actors, constructing an
archaeology of linked historic concepts, and a genealogy showing the often irrational employment of such
concepts in human social relations. 2 intellectual history in britain - rd.springer - 28 palgrave advances in
intellectual history george grote, his nineteenth-century predecessor as professor of ancient history at
university college, london, and, in the process, extended the reach introduction to patrick finney (ed.),
palgrave advances in ... - international history (houndmills: palgrave macmillan, 2005), pp. 1-35.
introduction: what is international history? patrick finney delimiting the territory of academic tribes and
explaining their customs and practices are ethnographic enterprises of formidable complexity.1 symptomatic
of this in the case of international history is the lack of consensus not only over the proper subject matter ...
training seminar in intellectual history and the history ... - - john toews, "intellectual history after the
linguistic turn: the autonomy of meaning and the irreducibility of experience," american historical review, vol.
97, 1987, pp. 879-907 - richard whatmore and brian young (eds.), advances in intellectual history , palgrave,
duncan j. kelly principal appointments - ‘intellectual history and the history of political thought’, in r.
whatmore and b. young (eds.), a companion to intellectual history , basingstoke: palgrave, 2015, pp. 141-154.
‘reconfiguring reason of state in response to political crisis’, in d. dyzenhaus and t. 6 intellectual history and
the history of political thought - 110 palgrave advances in intellectual history development since the
publication of john pocock's the machiavellian moment in 1975 and quentin skinner's the foundations of
modern political thought in 1 intellectual history in english academic life ... - 12 palgrave advances in
intellectual history the concerns of english historians have been conditioned, is by the early emergence of
england as a strong and unified state, and by the continuity of palgrave advances in - researchgate palgrave advances in continental political thought edited by terrell carver professor of political theory
university of bristol and james martin senior lecturer in ... palgrave advances in continental political
thought - richard whatmore and brian young, editors, palgrave advances in intellectual history. basingstoke,
basingstoke, uk, within the domain of the history of political thought. palgrave advances in the modern
history of sexuality - cold war. drawing on the work of numerous established scholars and experts, this
volume combines knowledge of the subject with key intellectual trends that have been developed over recent
years. analytical philosophy and the philosophy of intellectual ... - philosophy of intellectual history is
conceptually uneasy and even antagonistic once the general philosophical viewpoints, and some particular
topics, of the two perspectives are drawn out and compared. prof. brian cowan - mcgill - (r): “ideas in
context: from the social to the cultural history of ideas,” in palgrave advances in intellectual history , brian
young and richard whatmore, eds., (houndmills: palgrave, 2006), 171-188. faculty of theology and religion
final honour school - 1 faculty of theology and religion final honour school book list for paper 31 history and
theology of the church in the byzantine empire from a.d. 1000 to 1453
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